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The Marvelous Drama I have watched was entitled ‘Ching King Mansion’. The drama 

started by introducing the popular lady, Rose, in Ching King Mansion and her beloved 

daughter, Savanna, who was a born singer and enthusiastic in singing. It continued 

with the scene that Ms. Hannah, who was an ambitious lady, gave a huge sum of 

money to Rose for helping her to organize a talent contest as part of her publicity 

campaign. Savanna joined the contest to pursue her dream. The drama concluded 

with an open-ending of a dancing scene by Savanna’s parents. 

 

Being an audience member, I think the performance of both actors and actresses 

were indeed brilliant. The actress who played Savanna had such an angelic and 

heavenly voice – just like a professional singer on the stage. Another character I really 

like is Ms. Hannah, which was played by Ko Yuek Mei. Her remarkable performance 

including her facial expressions and body gesturing attracted most of the audience’s 

attention and was totally impressive to me. I have to confess that I have become Ms. 

Hannah’s fan after watching this drama as she could project the ambitious 

personality of the character she played. 

 

However, there is a fly in the ointment in this drama performance. The time taken for 

changing one scene to another scent was too long and the audience had to keep 

waiting for the next scene to begin. Some scene-changing time exceeded the 

standard time of fifteen seconds and some went even as long as thirty seconds. Even 

if it could hard for changing each scene in such a short span of time, I think it can be 

slightly improved so that the audience can enjoy the drama in a less choppy manner. 

 

All I all, I think this drama is quite awe-inspiring. It reminds me that we should always 

pursue our dream and follow our heart. We should look for things that we really 

want to do in our life while we are still a teenager. I can feel that the whole drama 

team has put all its effort, enthusiasm and energy in making this wonderful 

performance happen. I will strongly encourage anyone to watch this well-rehearsed 

drama ‘Ching King Mansion’. It is definitely worth your precious time. 
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